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This was a partial repeat of the Colvin Crew’s Recovery No. 3, ‐ April 18, 1998. On May 11th, seventeen Colvin Crew members,
and guests turned out on a beautiful Spring day at the Crown Point Historic Site. After introductions, we went over to the Crown Point
Lighthouse ( now surrounded by the Champlain Memorial ) We could see the turret where Colvin turned preliminary angles in 1872 –
but we were unable to climb the stairs inside ‐ due to the Campsite not being open yet. Then we hiked to nearby woods, and took a
trail to the fields, and soon found the path brush‐hogged out ‐ to the Crown Point North ( U.S. Coast Survey ) monument. After
recovering it’s two Reference discs, we returned to the Pavilion for lunch. Then, we car‐pooled south (3 miles) on Lake Road to
Ed Robinson’s property, and parked. From there we hiked across his fields – to the woods ‐ crossing the old stone wall , and tree line ‐
shown on the USCS and Colvin’s sketches ! We first found a USC&GS Reference disc, and then the Crown Point South Monument.
It was cleaned off – probably the first time in decades ! After, returning to the vehicles – we went back to Crown Point for a Colvin Crew
meeting. A few decided to leave after that, but the rest walked up on the new Lake Champlain Bridge to the State line marker.
There we saw Chimney & Hospital Points in Vermont that initially blocked Colvin’s line of sight from Crown Point Lighthouse
to Barbers Point, and also where he cut through ‐ in 1876 ‐ to finish his angles for Primary Triangle No. 1.
Special thanks to the Crown Point State Historic Site’s Manager ‐ Lisa Polay ,
and Maintenance Supervisor‐ Jake Putnam
( who brush‐hogged out a new 150’ long path to the Crown Point North Base monument )
for their friendly cooperation.
Also ‐ Ed Robinson , who graciously let us park in his driveway –
and hike across his fields to the woods to the south ,
and ‐ Adam Skinner‐ who owns the land where the Crown Point South monument is located.
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Seventeen turned out – including 13 Colvin Crew Members
& 4 guests - as follows:
Jim Schaller (trip leader & guide) &
Bonnie Schaller ( Altamont , N.Y. )
Jeff Storey (Crew Supt.) ( Cortland, N.Y. )
Al Gassman ( White Plains, N.Y. )
Richard Bennett &
Pat Wells ( Queensbury, N.Y. )
Bill Eggers ( High Falls, N.Y. )
Bruce Agard ( Argyle, N.Y. )
John Fish (guest) ( Luzerne, N.Y. )

Bert Winne ( Shokan, N.Y. )
William Blye (guest) ( Lima, N.Y. )
Aaron Padden ( Keeseville, N.Y. )
Allie Holmes ( Keeseville, N.Y. )
Randy Paquin &
Pat Paquin (guest) ( Rexford, N.Y. )
Jim Jennings ( Stillwater , N.Y. ) , and
Jim Jennings III (guest ‐ and
grandson of Jim Jennings )
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In 1872, Verplanck Colvin began the Adirondack Survey. That same year, the U. S. Coast Survey was mapping Lake Champlain,
and established coordinates on the Lighthouses, and set short Baseline segments ‐ from Plattsburgh – south – to Crown Point.
Colvin would begin at Crown Point – using that Lighthouse, Barbers Point Lighthouse to the north, and Bald Peak
(Signal Sta. No.5 ) to the west – to create Primary Triangle No. 1 .
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“ It was my intention to commence the work by the careful measurement of a
great primary triangle , near Port Henry – on Lake Champlain, of which the
base would be the distance between the center of the Lighthouse on Crown
Point, and the center of the Lighthouse on Barber’s Point – the distance
between those points having been determined to the decimal part of a metre
by the U. S. Coast Survey ”

U.S. COAST SURVEY
“ Progress of the Survey of
Lake Champlain
1870 ”

- Colvin quote & sketches

Primary Triangle No. 1
1872 - 1873,
and 1876
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( Verplanck Colvin quotes from his 1st & 2nd Reports ) :
“ The triangulation of this survey is based upon the United States Coast
Survey lines in the valley of Lake Champlain. The first base selected was
the distance between the Lighthouse at
Crown Point, and Barber’s Point on Lake Champlain – which
with the latitude and longitude of those stations – had been
determined by the Coast Survey…
… and from each to take as Zero –the apex of the government
Lighthouse on that point; by that means connecting the stations
with the United States hydrographical survey of the Lake. As
the positions of the Lighthouses on the Lake have been
determined with astronomical precision, they form an
invaluable basis for work of this character. “
“ The Lighthouse at Crown Point was next visited, and angular
readings taken from the turret. It is an important station , as from its
well established geographical position , the
Latitude and Longitude of stations connected with it ( and as
is proposed with other lighthouses) by this triangulation,
will be known with more precision, than by any astronomical
method practicable in the field”

Crown Point Lighthouse - built 1858
Champlain Memorial built - 1912
“Keeper’s House” removed - 1931

( from old postcard )

The U.S. Coast Survey worked with the Dudley Observatory
in Albany, N.Y. , and used their Astronomical Observations
for the Coordinates used for the Lake Champlain Surveys.
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“ The residence of the keeper is at the foot of the tower –which is
accessible from his house by a hallway. The tower, itself, is well built
of blocks of blue limestone, and is octagonal in form.
A spiral stone staircase within, leads to the turret – which contains
the lantern, and the suburb –imported – Fresnel lens. The form of this
Lighthouse did not admit of our measurements being made from its
Centre. The theodolite was, therefore, placed upon the balcony ,
and the proper distance, and angular measurements taken for
reduction to Centre.
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( Verplanck Colvin quote )

Bald Peak - Adirondack Survey Signal Station No. 5
and the western point of Primary Triangle No. 1 , 1873
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This slightly altered
Colvin sketch of a
“Type 1” Adirondack
Survey Bolt – shows
what the
Signal Station Bolt No. 5
on Bald Peak
looked like in 1873 .

View from Bald Peak towards
Lake Champlain – and
the Drill Hole of Bolt No. 5
on the summit .
( JWS -1988 ).

At the 1998 Colvin Crew Recovery No. 3
at Crown Point , Archie Rosenquist
( Colvin Crew member and – then ‐ an
employee of the Park ) climbed
Bald Peak , and verified that Bolt No. 5
was missing – leaving only a drill hole.
But I had known that ‐ from my
first climb up Bald Peak 10 years earlier
in 1988 !
Left – are two of the photos I took on
Bald Peak in 1988.

‐ JWS

Triangulation from
Bald Peak
(Colvin Map - from Report)
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Colvin arranged to have men stationed at Bald Peak, and the Crown Point,
and Barbers Point Lighthouses. Mirror signals were sent at set times –
to convey the message that the other Stations were visible.
( Colvin quote: )
“A shout from one of the men at length announced a signal
visible on Crown Point, and our eyes were greeted by the
flashing , glittering spot, which was the station of the assistant.
The signal conveyed the unwelcome intelligence that Crown
Point light was not visible from the Barbers Point lighthouse ,
a wooded promontory on the Vermont shore intervening ”
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Colvin then set two “ Sub‐Stations ” , or – “ Eccentric Points ” designated
“a” and “a’ ”. These were tied into the Crown Point Lighthouse, and
used to sight the Barbers Point Lighthouse, ‐ or for other angles to be
turned, as needed.
( Colvin quote ) :
“ From Crown Point it was reported that the new station selected
was about 1,000 feet west of the lighthouse, and the first available
point from which the signal at Barber ‘s Point Lighthouse was
visible”
-

Verplanck Colvin sketches and quotes from Reports
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At the Spring, 1998 Colvin Crew Recovery No. 3
at Crown Point – it was noted: “a lack of good ties,
descriptions, or sketches (of Colvin’s “Sub Stations”)
led us to believe that the Points were long destroyed, or buried”
( from Bridge, Road, or Campsite construction )
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